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Sustainability gets plenty of lip service, but the relentless worsening of key environmental trends reveals much of that attention to be “sustainababble.” From climate instability and species extinctions to approaching scarcities of freshwater, minerals, and energy, worrisome limits to human economic activity look more pressing each year—all while our political institutions seem impotent to address the challenge.

THE WORLDWATCH INSTITUTE, in this edition of the celebrated State of the World series, takes an unflinching look at what the data say about the prospects for achieving true sustainability, what we should be doing now to make progress toward it, and how we might cope if we fail to do so.
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Units of measure throughout this book are metric unless common usage dictates otherwise.
We live today in an age of sustainababble, a cacophonous profusion of uses of the word sustainable to mean anything from environmentally better to cool. The original adjective—meaning capable of being maintained in existence without interruption or diminution—goes back to the ancient Romans. Its use in the environmental field exploded with the 1987 release of Our Common Future, the report of the World Commission on Environment and Development. Sustainable development, Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland and the other commissioners declared, “meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.”

For many years after the release of the Brundtland Commission’s report, environmental analysts debated the value of such complex terms as sustainable, sustainability, and sustainable development. By the turn of the millennium, however, the terms gained a life of their own—with no assurance that this was based on the Commission’s definition. Through increasingly frequent vernacular use, it seemed, the word sustainable became a synonym for the equally vague and unquantifiable adjective green, suggesting some undefined environmental value, as in green growth or green jobs.

Today the term sustainable more typically lends itself to the corporate behavior often called greenwashing. Phrases like sustainable design, sustainable cars, even sustainable underwear litter the media. One airline assures passengers that “the cardboard we use is taken from a sustainable source,” while another informs them that its new in-flight “sustainability effort” saved enough aluminum in 2011 “to build three new airplanes.” Neither use sheds any light on whether the airlines’ overall operations—or commercial aviation itself—can long be sustained on today’s scale.

The United Kingdom was said to be aiming for “the first sustainable Olympics” in 2012, perhaps implying an infinitely long future for the quadrennial event no matter what else happens to humanity and the planet.
(If environmental impact is indeed the operable standard, the Olympics games in classical Greece or even during the twentieth century were far more sustainable than today’s.) The upward trend line of the use of this increasingly meaningless word led one cartoonist to suggest that in 100 years sustainable will be the only word uttered by anyone speaking American English. (See Figure 1–1.)

By some metrics this might be considered success. To find sustainable in such common use indicates that a key environmental concept now enjoys general currency in popular culture. But sustainababble has a high cost. Through overuse, the words sustainable and sustainability lose meaning and impact. Worse, frequent and inappropriate use lulls us into dreamy belief that all of us—and everything we do, everything we buy, everything we use—are now able to go on forever, world without end, amen. This is hardly the case.

The question of whether civilization can continue on its current path without undermining prospects for future well-being is at the core of the world’s current environmental predicament. In the wake of failed international environmental and climate summits, when national governments take no actions commensurate with the risk of catastrophic environmental change, are there ways humanity might still alter current behaviors to make

Figure 1–1. The Unsustainability of Sustainable
them sustainable? Is sustainability still possible? If humanity fails to achieve sustainability, when—and how—will unsustainable trends end? And how will we live through and beyond such endings? Whatever words we use, we need to ask these tough questions. If we fail to do so, we risk self-destruction.

This year’s *State of the World* aims to expand and deepen discussion of the overused and misunderstood adjective *sustainable*, which in recent years has morphed from its original meaning into something like “a little better for the environment than the alternative.” Simply doing “better” environmentally will not stop the unraveling of ecological relationships we depend on for food and health. Improving our act will not stabilize the atmosphere. It will not slow the falling of aquifers or the rising of oceans. Nor will it return Arctic ice, among Earth’s most visible natural features from space, to its pre-industrial extent.

In order to alter these trends, vastly larger changes are needed than we have seen so far. It is essential that we take stock, soberly and in scientifically measurable ways, of where we are headed. We desperately need—and are running out of time—to learn how to shift direction toward safety for ourselves, our descendants, and the other species that are our only known companions in the universe. And while we take on these hard tasks, we also need to prepare the social sphere for a future that may well offer hardships and challenges unlike any that human beings have previously experienced. While it is a subset of the biosphere, the social sphere is shaped as well by human capacities with few known limits. We can take at least some hope in that.

**Birth of a Concept**

Respect for sustainability may go back far in human cultures. North America’s Iroquois expressed concern for the consequences of their decision-making down to the seventh generation from their own. A proverb often attributed to Native American indigenous cultures states, “We have not inherited the earth from our fathers, we are borrowing it from our children.” In modern times, the idea of sustainability took root in the writings of naturalist and three-term U.S. Representative George Perkins Marsh in the 1860s and 1870s. Humans were increasingly competing with, and often outcompeting, natural forces in altering the earth itself, Marsh and later writers documented. This is dangerous in the long run, they argued, even if demographically and economically stimulating in the short run.

“What we do will affect not only the present but future generations,” President Theodore Roosevelt declared in 1901 in his first Message to Congress, which called for conservation of the nation’s natural resources. The value of conserving natural resources for future use—and the dangers of failing to do so—even made it into political cartoons in the decades that followed. (See Figure 1–2.) The U.S. National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 echoed
Figure 1–2. 1936 Cartoon by Jay N. “Ding” Darling

Mother Nature spent a million years putting up preserves for us—now look at 'em!

P.S. and the world spends the rest of history fighting for what's left of sustaining resources.
Roosevelt’s words, affirming that “it is the continuing policy of the Federal Government . . . to create and maintain conditions under which man and nature can exist in productive harmony, and fulfill the social, economic, and other requirements of present and future generations of Americans.”

Two important points emerge from the definition of sustainable development found in Our Common Future, which is still the most commonly cited reference for sustainability and sustainable development. The first is that any environmental trend line can at least in theory be analyzed quantitatively through the lens of its likely impact on the ability of future generations to meet their needs. While we cannot predict the precise impacts of trends and the responses of future humans, this definition offers the basis for metrics of sustainability that can improve with time as knowledge and experience accumulate. The two key questions are, What’s going on? And can it keep going on in this way, on this scale, at this pace, without reducing the likelihood that future generations will live as prosperously and comfortably as ours has? For sustainability to have any meaning, it must be tied to clear and rigorous definitions, metrics, and mileage markers.

The second point is the imperative of development itself. Environmental sustainability and economic development, however, are quite different objectives that need to be understood separately before they are linked. In the Chairman’s Foreword to Our Common Future, Gro Harlem Brundtland defined development as “what we all do in attempting to improve our lot.” It is no slight to either low- or high-income people to note that as 7.1 billion people “do what we all do . . . to improve our lot,” we push more dangerously into environmentally unsustainable territory. We might imagine optimistically that through reforming the global economy we will find ways to “grow green” enough to meet everyone’s needs without threatening the future. But we will be better served by thinking rigorously about biophysical boundaries, how to keep within them, and how—under these unforgiving realities—we can best ensure that all human beings have fair and equitable access to nourishing food, energy, and other prerequisites of a decent life. It will almost certainly take more cooperation and more sharing than we can imagine in a world currently driven by competition and individual accumulation of wealth.

What right, we might then ask, do present generations have to improve their lot at the cost of making it harder or even impossible for all future generations to do the same? Philosophically, that’s a fair question—especially from the viewpoint of the future generations—but it is not taken seriously. Perhaps if “improving our lot” could somehow be capped at modest levels of resource consumption, a fairer distribution of wealth for all would allow development that would take nothing away from future generations. That may mean doing without a personal car or living in homes that are unimaginably
small by today’s standards or being a bit colder inside during the winter and hotter during the summer. With a large enough human population, however, even modest per capita consumption may be environmentally unsustainable. (See Box 1–1.)

Gro Brundtland, however, made the practical observation that societies are unlikely to enact policies and programs that favor the future (or nonhuman life) at the expense of people living in the present, especially the poorer among us. Ethically, too, it would be problematic for environmentalists, few of us poor ourselves, to argue that prosperity for those in poverty should take a back seat to protection of the development prospects of future generations. Unless, perhaps, we are willing to take vows of poverty.

While sustainability advocates may work to enfranchise future generations and other species, we have little choice but to give priority to the needs of human beings alive today while trying to preserve conditions that allow future generations to meet their needs. It is worth recognizing, however, that there is no guarantee that this tension is resolvable and the goal achievable.

If Development Isn’t Sustainable, Is It Development?

The world is large, yet human beings are many, and our use of the planet’s atmosphere, crust, forests, fisheries, waters, and resources is now a force like that of nature. On the other hand, we are a smart and adaptive species, to say the least. Which perhaps helps explain why so many important economic and environmental trends seem headed in conflicting and even opposite directions. Are things looking up or down?

On the development side, the world has already met one of the Millennium Development Goals set for 2015 by the world’s governments in 2000: by 2010 the proportion of people lacking access to safe water was cut in half from 1990 levels. And the last decade has witnessed so dramatic a reduction in global poverty, central to a second development goal, that the London-based Overseas Development Institute urged foreign assistance agencies to redirect their aid strategies over the next 13 years to a dwindling number of the lowest-income nations, mostly in sub-Saharan Africa. By some measures, it can be argued that economic prosperity is on the rise and basic needs in most parts of the world are increasingly being met.

On the environment side, indicators of progress are numerous. They include rising public awareness of problems such as climate change, rainforest loss, and declining biological diversity. Dozens of governments on both sides of the development divide are taking steps to reduce their countries’ greenhouse gas emissions—or at least the growth of those emissions. The use of renewable energy is growing more rapidly than that of fossil fuels (although from a much smaller base). Such trends do not themselves lead
To link environmental and social sustainability, think population. When we consider what levels of human activity are environmentally sustainable and then, for the sake of equity, calculate an equal allocation of such activity for all, we are forced to ask how many people are in the system.

Suppose for example, we conclude that 4.9 billion tons of carbon dioxide (CO₂) per year and its global-warming equivalent in other greenhouse gases—one tenth of the 49 billion tons emitted in 2010—would be the most that humanity could emit annually to avoid further increases in the atmospheric concentrations of these gases. We then need to divide this number by the 7.1 billion human beings currently alive to derive an "atmosphere-sustainable" per capita emission level. No one responsible for emissions greater than the resulting 690 kilograms annually could claim that his or her lifestyle is atmosphere-sustainable. To do so would be to claim a greater right than others to use the atmosphere as a dump.

One 1998 study used then-current population and emission levels and a somewhat different calculation of global emissions level that would lead to safe atmospheric stability. The conclusion: Botswana’s 1995 per capita emission of 1.54 tons of CO₂, (based in this case on commercial energy and cement consumption only) was mathematically climate-sustainable at that time. Although population-based calculations are not always so informative with every resource or system (sustaining biodiversity, for example), similar calculations could work to propose sustainable per capita consumption of water, wood products, fish, and potentially even food.

Once we master such calculations, we begin to understand their implications: As population rises, so does the bar of per capita sustainable behavior. That is, the more of us there are, the less of a share of any fixed resource, such as the atmosphere, is available for each of us to sustainably and equitably transform or consume in a closed system. All else being equal, the smaller the population in any such system, the more likely sustainability can be achieved and the more generous the sustainable consumption level can be for each person. With a large enough population there is no guarantee that even very low levels of equitable per capita greenhouse emissions or resource consumption are environmentally sustainable. If Ecological Footprint calculations are even roughly accurate, humanity is currently consuming the ecological capacity of 1.5 Earths. That suggests that no more than 4.7 billion people could live within the planet’s ecological boundaries without substantially reducing average individual consumption.

Absent catastrophe, sustainable population anything like this size will take many decades to reach through declines in human fertility that reflect parents’ intentions. There is good reason to believe, however, that a population peak below 9 billion might occur before mid-century if societies succeed in offering near-universal access to family planning services for all who want them along with near-universal secondary education for everyone. Also helpful would be greatly increased autonomy for women and girls and the elimination of fertility-boosting programs such as birth dividends and per child tax credits.

In the meantime, while population remains in the range of 7 billion, individual levels of greenhouse gas emissions and natural resource consumption will have to come way, way down to even begin to approach environmental sustainability. Consumption levels that would bring those of us in high-consuming countries into a sustainable relation with the planet and an equitable relation with all who live on it would undoubtedly be small fractions of what we take for granted today.

Source: See endnote 7.
directly in any measurable way to true sustainability (fossil fuel use is climbing fast as China and India industrialize, for example), but they may help create conditions for it. One important trend, however, is both measurable and sustainable by strict definition: thanks to a 1987 international treaty, the global use of ozone-depleting substances has declined to the point where the atmosphere’s sun-screening ozone layer is considered likely to repair itself, after sizable human-caused damage, by the end of this century.\textsuperscript{10}

It is not clear, however, that any of these development and environmental trends demonstrate that truly sustainable development is occurring. Safe water may be reaching more people, but potentially at the expense of maintaining stable supplies of renewable freshwater in rivers or underground aquifers for future generations. Reducing the proportion of people in poverty is especially encouraging, but what if the instruments of development—intense application of fossil fuels to industrial growth, for example—contribute significantly to increasing proportions of people in poverty in the future?

Moreover, economic development itself is running into constraints in many countries, as population and consumption growth inflate demand for food, energy, and natural resources beyond what supply—or at least the simple economics of price or the logistics of distribution—can provide. The price of resources has climbed for most of the last 10 years after sliding during the previous several decades. Results of rising prices for food, fossil fuels, minerals, and necessities that rely on nonrenewable resources for their production include food riots like those of 2008 and crippling power blackouts like the one in India that affected nearly a tenth of the world’s population in 2012.\textsuperscript{11}

Yet even as economic growth seems to be bumping into its own limiting constraints in much of the world, the most important environmental trends are discouraging and in many cases alarming. Human-caused climate change, in particular, shows no signs of slowing or beginning any soft landing toward sustainability, with global emissions of greenhouse gases continuing to climb in the upper range of past projections. The rise is slowed, on occasion and in some countries, mostly by recession or happenstance shifts in fossil-fuel economics (such as the recent ascendance of shale gas production in the United States) rather than any strategic intention or policy.

Despite all international efforts to rein in emissions of fossil-fuel-based carbon dioxide, for example, these emissions are today larger than ever and may be increasing at an accelerating pace. (See Figure 1–3.) A brief downward blip in 2009 was unrelated to coordinated government action but stemmed from global economic decline. The global increase in fossil-fuel-based CO$_2$ was estimated at 3 percent in 2011 compared with 2010—nearly three times the pace of population growth—despite a still sluggish global
economy and absolute emissions reductions in the United States that year. This trend leads some scientists to suggest it may be too late to stop future warming in a safe temperature range for humanity.12

Demographic and economic growth drives growth in greenhouse gas emissions and natural resource use. Aspirations over the past few decades that economic growth can be “decoupled” from energy and natural resource use, thus allowing the growth to continue indefinitely, have proved overly optimistic. An earlier trend toward energy decoupling reversed course during the global economic downturn that began in late 2007. This was partly because governments of industrial countries attempted to stimulate their sluggish economies through energy-intensive public works programs, but it was mostly due to massive industrialization in the emerging economies of China and India. Until the combined power of population and economic growth is reversed or a strong climate pact transforms the global economy, there seems to be little prospect for either true sustainability or truly sustainable development through ever-greater efficiency and decoupling.13

This logic is especially worrisome because we have already dug ourselves so deeply into unsustainability, based on the assessment of many scientists, that we are now passing critical environmental thresholds or “tipping points.” We are starting to feel the weight of what was once balanced on Earth’s seesaw now sliding down upon us. In 2009, a group of 30 scientists identified nine planetary boundaries where sustainability could be roughly measured and monitored. Human beings had already, by their calculation, crashed through two such boundaries and part of a third: in greenhouse gas loading of the atmosphere, in nitrogen pollution, and in the loss of biological diversity.14

Three years later, in the run-up to the U.N. Rio+20 Conference on sustainable development, another group of scientists, led by Anthony D. Barnoisky of the University of California, Berkeley, warned that based on land use and other indicators of human domination of natural systems, the planet may already be poised to undergo an imminent, human-induced state shift. That phrase refers to an abrupt and irreversible shift from an existing state to a new one. In this case, the shift would compare in magnitude (though not in
comfort) to the rapid transition that ended the last Ice Age and ushered in the more temperate climate in which human civilization evolved.\textsuperscript{15}

What the scientists found in physical and biological systems, U.N. Environment Programme analysts found in political ones. Rooting among the 90 most important international environmental commitments made by governments, the analysts could identify significant progress only in four, including halting further damage to the ozone layer and improving access to safe water.\textsuperscript{16}

Other signs are positive, however, as noted earlier. The rapid growth of renewable energy, growing acceptance that human activities are warming the world, new efforts among many corporations to improve their environmental behavior and reputations (although sometimes this is more sus-

abable than real), the seriousness with which Mexico and China are trying to rein in their greenhouse gas emissions, a recent slowdown in deforestation in Brazil—all these trends signal the possibility of shifts in unsustain-

able trends in the near future.\textsuperscript{17}

But absent far more progress, the basic trends themselves remain clearly, measurably unsustainable: the shrinking of aquifers around the world as farmers are called on to produce more food while competing with other

water users, the global declines of fisheries and of all biodiversity, the ac-

celerating emergence of new infectious diseases over the last few decades, and—of course—the relentless march of warmer temperatures, higher oceans, and ever-more-intense downpours and droughts. People who sur-

 vive in leadership roles at some point develop realistic strategies for likely eventualities. And it now seems pretty obvious that the time has arrived to prepare for the consequences of unsustainability, even while we refuse to give up the effort, however quixotic, to shift to true sustainability on some reasonable schedule.

Predicament and Possibility

Why has it proved so hard to conform human behavior to the needs of a life-

supporting future? A major reason is simply the unprecedented scale that

humanity has reached in the twenty-first century: We are 7.1 billion sizable

individual organisms, each requiring thousands of kilocalories of food en-

ergy and several liters of water per day. The vast majority of us are unwilling

to share our private living space with wild plants and animals. We like to live

in a temperature range far narrower than that of the outdoors, and we like
to be mobile. As we carve out land to grow our food, we fully convert it from

wild nature to humanized territory.

In all these needs and wants, we are helped by the fact that much of the

stored energy that living things gained from the sun over hundreds of mill-

ions of years has been unleashed for our enjoyment—to fuel our globe-

spanning travel, to control the climates of our homes and workplaces, to al-
low many of us to enjoy pleasures and comforts unknown even to monarchs in the past. Our political and economic institutions evolved before anyone imagined the need to restrain human behavior out of concern for the future. An estimated 2.8 trillion tons of carbon dioxide emissions sleep in fossil fuel reserves—more than enough to guarantee climate catastrophe from a CO₂-saturated atmosphere—that companies and governments would gladly sell tomorrow for immediate combustion if they could bring the buried carbon to the surface and get the right price for it.\textsuperscript{18}

With exceptions in a few countries, growing human populations are eating more meat, using more carbon-based energy, shouldering aside more natural landscapes, and tapping into more renewable and nonrenewable commodities than ever before in history. The momentum of a still-young global population all but guarantees demographic growth for decades to come. The momentum of the world’s transportation networks, infrastructure, and built environment all but guarantees that shifts toward low-carbon energy will take decades. Individual aspirations for wealth and comfort all but guarantee increasing per capita global consumption, at least to the extent the world economy will support it. But ever-greater energy investments are needed to tap fossil fuels and other critical nonrenewable resources, raising the likelihood that these will become increasingly expensive with time.

Our predicament at least presents us with opportunity. In the words of poet W. H. Auden, “We must love one another or die.” In order to survive, we may find ourselves dragged kicking and screaming into ways of relating to each other and the world around us that humanity has been aspiring to achieve since the emergence of the great ethical and spiritual traditions many centuries ago.\textsuperscript{19}

**Asking the Difficult Questions**

In asking “Is Sustainability Still Possible?” we realized several other questions would also need to be grappled with in this report. The first section, The Sustainability Metric, explores what a rigorous definition of sustainability would entail, helping to make this critical concept measurable and hence meaningful. Though such measurement is often challenging to design and agree on, much less carry out, the objective would be to continually improve on it, for scientific measurement has always improved over time.

The first step toward survival is to define *environmentally sustainable* and to use this definition to measure and monitor whether current trends are heading toward or away from trajectories that could continue indefinitely without threatening future life. The second is to use these sustainability metrics to develop practical measures, whether politically feasible at the moment or not, that can bend the curve of current trends toward sustainability.
To help with measurement, we should look without blinking at what is unsustainable—at practices and patterns that, if we don’t stop them, will stop us. The rarely voiced reality of environmental unsustainability is that we may have not just less prosperous and comfortable lives in the future but shorter and fewer lives altogether. If it proves too challenging to feed the projected 2050 world population of more than 9 billion people, for example, it is quite possible we will not have to—for the worst of reasons. The same can be said of “business-as-usual” greenhouse gas emission scenarios: by the time global thermometers register a hike of 4 degrees Celsius, business-as-usual will have ended a long time ago.20

Raising the specter of rising death rates and civilizational collapse underlines the need for rigor in assessing what true sustainability is and how to measure if we are heading there. In doing so we must accept that true sustainability may not arrive for decades or even centuries, yet we’ll need to be vigilant about making progress toward it now and at each point along the way. The objective will then be to build popular support, make such measures feasible, and eventually transform them into effective policies and programs worldwide.

The second section of the book, Getting to True Sustainability, explores the implications of the gaps that remain between present realities and a truly sustainable future. What would it take—what actions, policies, institutional and behavioral changes, and reductions in the scale of human activity—to arrive at a truly sustainable society? In a world far more preoccupied with present economic and security conditions than with its own future capacity to support life, how can those who care about these issues help move societies in the right direction? How can we spur a sufficiently rapid transition toward a world in which humanity and the nature that supports it can thrive indefinitely?

Equipped with clearer definitions of true sustainability and clearer indicators of where we stand in relation to it, we can begin to “get real”—that is, more practical and ambitious—about making our actions and behaviors truly sustainable. Straightforward objectives of where we need to be can help us separate marginal action, political showmanship, and feel-good aspirations from measurable progress. The danger of rigorous definition and measurement is, of course, the psychological impact of the awareness of how distant the goal of true
sustainability is. The momentum and weight of that distance can be over-
whelming and debilitating. But the fool’s gold that sustainababble offers is
poor medicine; far better to know where we stand—and to stop standing in
a space in which we will not survive.

Are there really policy options for forging toward true sustainability?
There are at least some good candidates, and attention to the sustainabil-
ity metric will help us identify which ones are worth making a priority—
whether relating to climate change, population growth, nitrogen runoff, or
biodiversity loss. Detailed and productive policy proposals can emerge when
we focus more on sustainability metrics and how to manage them to pro-
duce equitable outcomes. It will take time; as current environmental politics
makes clear, not much is achievable with today’s governments. Those who
care about these issues need to think like eighteenth- and nineteenth-century
abolitionists, who worked tirelessly on their cause for generations before legal
slavery disappeared from the world. While time is in most ways the scarcest
resource of all, achieving true sustainability will need a political movement
that grows and gains power over time to make its influence decisive.

Centuries of human experience amid hardship do nonetheless suggest
the possibility that we will muddle through whatever lies before us on the
home planet. We have no way of knowing what inventions will arise to revo-
lutionize our lives and maybe minimize our impacts. Perhaps ocean currents
or cold fusion will offer supplies of energy that are safe, climate-neutral, and
effectively inexhaustible. There is no basis for smug certainty that we face
catastrophe. Yet based on what we have done and are doing ever-more inten-
sively to the atmosphere, oceans, soils, forests, fisheries, and life itself, it takes
an almost religious conviction to be confident that such sunny outcomes
will unfold all over the environmental stage.

History also shows that even human resilience can have its downside. By
adapting so well to past environmental losses (the extinction of large mam-
mals in the Pleistocene, for example), we humans have been able to keep ex-
 panding our population, leading to ever-wider ripples and denser layers of
long-term unsustainability. Unless scientists are way off track in their under-
standing of the biophysical world, we would be wise today to look to dramatic
and rapid “demand contraction”—call it degrowth or simply an adaptive re-
sponse to an overused planet—to shift toward a truly environmentally sus-
tainable world that meets human needs. We need to understand the bound-
aries we face—and then craft ways to fairly share the burden of living within
them so that the poor bear the least and the wealthy the most. That’s only fair.

The stakes by their nature are higher the younger someone is—and
highest still for those who are not yet but will be born. We are talking about
the survival of human civilization as we know it, and possibly of the spe-
cies itself. “There is . . . no certainty that adaptation to a 4°C world is pos-
sible,” a recent World Bank report conceded, referring to a global average temperature increase of 7.2 degrees Fahrenheit from pre-industrial times that is considered likely by 2100 without policy change. And so the book’s third section—Open in Case of Emergency—takes on a topic that most discussions of sustainability leave unsaid: whether and how to prepare for the possibility of a catastrophic global environmental disruption. We could define this as a sharp break with the past that reverses the long advance of human creature comforts, health, and life expectancy—and from which recovery might take centuries.\textsuperscript{21}

In many parts of the world, the emergency has already arrived. There are places where violence is routine—and routinely unpunished—and where creature comforts are as distant as personal safety. Sustainability is a meaningless concept in such places, but scholars of sustainability could profitably study how people survive there. How do they adapt and stay resilient in the face of their struggles? How did cultures and societies survive during and after one of the worst civilizational reversals in history, the fourteenth-century Black Death, which may have cut European population by half?

It is through just such an exploration that the environmental movement enters fully into the social sphere, after a long history in which the objective was to protect nature from human influence. We are living in the Anthropocene now, the era in which humans are the main force shaping the future of life. And it is too late to wall off nature from human influence. Even if we could somehow cork all the world’s tailpipes and smokestacks, quench all fires, and cap all other greenhouse gas emission sources, Earth will keep warming for decades and the oceans will rise for centuries to come. We need to focus on adapting to a dramatically changing climate and environment while simultaneously pressing ever harder to head off further change. If we fail to constrain the ways we are changing the planet, the planet will eventually overwhelm all our efforts to adapt.\textsuperscript{22}

Such speculation may sound pessimistic, but neither fear of pessimism nor a dogged determination to remain optimistic are reasons for understating our predicament. Optimism and pessimism are equal distractions from what we need in our current circumstance: realism, a commitment to nature and to each other, and a determination not to waste more time. There seems little point in determining your gut feeling about the future when you can put your shoulder to the wheel to make sure the world will keep sustaining life. “Feeling that you have to maintain hope can wear you out,” eco-philosopher Joanna Macy said in a recent interview with the wisdom of her 81 years. “Just be present. . . . When you’re worrying about whether you’re hopeful or hopeless or pessimistic or optimistic, who cares? The main thing is that you are showing up, that you’re here, and that you’re finding ever more capacity to love this world, because it will not be healed without that.”\textsuperscript{23}
“You cannot manage what you do not measure.” So runs the business adage. Immeasurables, too, often need managing, but the point remains that metrics matter. Marketers and many of the rest of us blithely dub products, cities, activities, and almost anything else under the sun “sustainable” with no quantification that might allow independent verification. If we are to manage our way to a sound environment and a durable civilization, we’ll need to weigh rigorously our progress in ways scientists can support and the rest of us agree on.

Some sustainability metrics are straightforward. The atmosphere will stabilize when the mass of greenhouse gases that humanity emits is no greater than the mass the earth reabsorbs. Global progress toward emissions sustainability can be tracked, leaving only the harder task of devising ways to mark individual and national sustainability. Since we emit more almost every year, we know we are less “emissions-sustainable” with each passing hour. How, though, do we track progress in sustaining biological diversity? With so much uncertainty about causes and rates of extinction, it is much harder to find the set point for “biodiversity-sustainable.”

Developing sustainability metrics will be an evolutionary process, an objective to work toward and use for accountability in the long conversation ahead. The authors in this section ponder the task and its implications in a variety of environmental systems and natural resources. Carl Folke opens with an assessment of perhaps the broadest and most critical range of sustainability metrics: those defining literal boundary points on the planet.
that we pass only at peril to our future. Among these are the two systems just mentioned—climate and biodiversity—but also key mineral cycles and changes in land, oceans, and air. Marking these boundaries and our position relative to them sometimes requires subjective judgment, yet the process nonetheless contributes to better metrics. The concepts of planetary boundaries and of the Ecological Footprint, discussed here by Jennie Moore and William E. Rees, offer among the most influential sustainability metrics yet devised, and their implications are daunting.

Renewable freshwater especially lends itself to sustainability quantification. Hydrologists have carefully measured much of Earth’s water cycle. We will never run out of water, but some societies drive themselves into scarcity by using so much water that precipitation fails to maintain levels in rivers, lakes, and aquifers. Sandra Postel explores these metrics—and finds hope for future sustainability in the fact that so much freshwater is wasted through inefficient use. Covering 71 percent of Earth’s surface, salt water offers wide scope for sustainability metrics. As Antonia Sohns and Larry Crowder note, unsustainable human behaviors of many kinds ultimately leave their mark on the seas—in acidification, rising temperatures, declining oxygen content, the onset of red tides, and the ongoing decline of fisheries. More challenging is the task of connecting each of these trends and others with the metrics of the human activities that lead to them, but that too is part of our task.

On renewable energy, Shakuntala Makhijani and Alexander Ochs approach quantification from a different perspective, measuring the potential to expand access to “sustainable energy” to the point that this all-important sector no longer adds to the atmospheric burden of greenhouse gases. Eric Zencey develops metrics for energy-related principles such as Energy Return on Energy Invested (EROI), which like unforgiving physical laws may limit how much energy humanity can mobilize and for how long. Gary Gardner takes up EROI as well, in addressing quantification of natural resources that perhaps can only be used sustainably with perfect recycling—which of course excludes fossil fuels and other resources consumed entirely by use.

Kate Raworth tackles another kind of sustainability, that of the social sphere. She takes inspiration from the planetary boundaries work to explore metrics that might help us understand when our treatment of our fellow human beings exceeds the bounds of what is needed for long-term societal survival. Social sustainability may be the hardest type to submit to measurement, but without enduring societies, a supportive natural environment will matter to few human beings. The question of how we live together on a crowded planet that unravels even as we work to hold its strands in place may call forth the most important sustainability metric of all.

—Robert Engelman
Despite scattered attempts to impute progress on climate change to the U.N. summit in Rio de Janeiro in June 2012, the consensus persists that it produced lots of gaseous talk and no significant action—leaving, according to one cartoonist, Rio’s statue of Christ the Redeemer gasping for purer air.

Climate change is only the most prominent environmental trend that threatens sustainability; the first section of this book details several other areas where humanity seems to be overdrawing its accounts with nature. Yet we are hardly helpless. This section samples a variety of measures that, if pursued vigorously, could set us on a sustainable path. Indeed, had we done so after the first Rio summit 20 years ago, we would be well down that path now.

A long first stride would be jettisoning consumer cultures. As Erik Assadourian writes, consumerism has turned out to undermine both human well-being and the planet’s life-support functions. But it is a willfully engineered way of living, supported by enormous sums spent annually on advertising, subsidies, tax breaks, and public relations. We can, and must, replace it with a culture of sustainability.

Many cultural options might qualify as sustainable, but certain attributes seem critical. Robert Costanza and his coauthors argue for an economy that focuses on human well-being rather than on economic growth as an end in itself. Pavan Sukhdev urges sharp reforms of corporations—the main agents
of the “brown economy”—which account for 60 percent of global gross domestic product but also generate trillions of dollars of externalities and exert pernicious influence on national policies. Jeff Hohensee describes the efforts of international accounting agencies to build externality disclosure into routine corporate reporting—an important step in the right direction.

Energy is perhaps the most daunting challenge before us. In a real sense, fossil energy is the author of modern civilization—but now threatens to destroy it. The only solution, say Thomas Princen and his colleagues, is to take a true precautionary approach and leave fossil fuels in the ground by “delegitimizing” them, as happened with slavery and smoking. In their place, we must rapidly transition to renewables, and T. W. Murphy tallies the pros and cons of solar, wind, biomass, and other alternatives. He notes, however, that they are inferior in many respects to fossil fuels and warns against delaying the renewable transition so long that it diverts too much energy from other uses. In any case, such a transition will falter absent serious efficiency efforts, and Phillip Saieg reminds us that buildings remain a neglected but highly promising sector for those.

Like energy, global agriculture is at a turning point. Danielle Nierenberg notes that 1.5 billion people are overweight while billions of others are hungry or malnourished, all while the system wastes staggering amounts of food. Agriculture can help solve multiple problems through reducing food waste, promoting agroecological approaches to farming, and focusing on nutrient-rich, indigenous foods rather than high-calorie commodified foods. Those indigenous foods are stewarded by native peoples all over the globe, and in separate chapters Melissa Nelson and Rebecca Adamson (with her coauthors) make the case that the ongoing mistreatment of native peoples is not only unjust but shortsighted, as it threatens loss of valuable knowledge of key biodiversity habitats and ways of living sustainably in them.

Finally, how to achieve these changes? If civilizational survival is not motivation enough, Kathleen Moore and Michael Nelson believe that eco-disasters are violations of human rights and principles of justice. Dwight Collins and his coauthors suggest that an appreciation of humanity’s place in the universe, through the teaching of Big History, can support effective planet-wide action.

In the end it boils down to politics. Melissa Leach offers strategies for bridging and connecting top-down and bottom-up approaches and stresses deliberation, citizen mobilization, network building, and the shrewd exploitation of political openings. Creating such a movement, says Annie Leonard, requires the realization that individual actions are “a fine place to start” but “a terrible place to stop.” They must be linked to organized political action, to “bigger visions and bolder campaigns” for broad change.

—Tom Prugh
In November 2012, the Big Four accounting firm PricewaterhouseCoopers released a report that concluded it was too late to hold the future increase in global average temperatures to just 2 degrees Celsius. “It’s time,” the report announced, “to prepare for a warmer world.”

The same month, the World Bank released *Turn Down the Heat*, which soberly set forth why a 4-degree warmer world must be avoided. Meanwhile, accounts of myriad emergent calamities were easy to find in the press: the failure of the Rio+20 talks, “zombie” coral reefs, calls for higher birth rates, declining Arctic sea ice, an approaching “state shift” in Earth’s biosphere, and other evidence of strain in natural systems and of human blindness, ignorance, or denial.

Time to buy an Ecopod?

Clearly, trouble is coming—but there are better responses to it than stockpiling canned goods and weaponry. In view of humanity’s failures of foresight and political will to address the array of sustainability problems ahead, we asked some notable thinkers to ponder what we might do to make the best of it.
A central theme of their answers is “build resilience.” That requires, according to Laurie Mazur, diversity, redundancy, modularity, social capital, agency, inclusiveness, tight feedbacks, and the capacity for innovation. To begin strengthening our resilience, Erik Assadourian urges the construction of an enduring environmental movement that can engage people and ground their ethics and behavior in ecological reality. Michael Maniates echoes the grounding theme in his call for environmental education to stop misleading and underpreparing students for the challenges ahead: that the coming crises will galvanize action rather than generate anger, fear, and conflict. Paula Green stresses the value of community roots and strong social capital, including intergroup networks to bridge different communities. Bron Taylor argues, carefully, for an ecological resistance movement. “Given the urgency of the situation,” he writes, “extralegal tactics should be on the table, as they were in earlier causes where great moral urgency was properly felt.”

If the crises do threaten conflict, that risk will be aggravated by a rising tide of environmental refugees. Michael Renner writes that tens or even hundreds of millions of people are likely to be displaced by 2050, yet money spent on adaptation measures in developing countries is already inadequate—a shortfall that must be remedied. Failing that, such migrations will join other pressures driving us to deploy geoengineering techniques—giant space mirrors, carbon-capturing cement—as quick fixes for a disrupted climate. In reviewing these schemes, Simon Nicholson urges research to continue but notes that the least of their problems are the technical uncertainties and unpredictable effects; many are fraught with grave geopolitical risks too.

Governance will figure crucially in our response to the coming “long emergency,” as David Orr terms it (following James Howard Kunstler). Brian Martin argues that governance should be flexible, not stiff. That requires participation, high skill levels, robust debate, and mutual respect. If this sounds like a deepened democracy, Orr agrees: he calls for “a second democratic revolution” in which we “master the art and science of governance for a new era.”

If circumstances overtake our best efforts, there may be some comfort in Pat Murphy and Faith Morgan’s telling of Cuba’s story. Forced to the brink by the Soviet Union’s collapse, Cuba suffered a period of harsh adjustment but has scavenged a culture with a small environmental footprint and remarkably high levels of nonmaterial well-being.

Is it too late? In the concluding essay, science fiction writer Kim Stanley Robinson says the real question is, How much will we save? “We can see our present danger, and we can also see our future potential. . . . This is not just a dream but a responsibility, a project. And things we can do now to start on this project are all around us, waiting to be taken up and lived.”

—Tom Prugh
"State of the World 2013 assembles the wisdom and clarity of some of the earth’s finest thinkers, visionaries, and activists into a dazzling array of topics that merge to offer a compellingly lucid and accessible vision of where we are—and what is the wisest and healthiest course for the future.”

—NINA SIMONS, Co-Founder, Bioneers

“This edition forges a new path for the State of the World series, and for environmental thinking in general. . . . A pivotal book that marks a defining moment for our species.”

—RICHARD HEINBERG, Senior Fellow, Post Carbon Institute, and author of The End of Growth

“State of the World 2013 is a powerful collection of articles, and the vision behind it is impressive. Here is a book that gets beyond ‘sustainababble’ and asks the tough, essential questions. It should make readers more determined than ever to do their part in avoiding planet-wide disaster—and better informed about how to do that.”

—PETER SINGER, Professor of Bioethics, Princeton University, and author of Animal Liberation, One World, and The Life You Can Save

Sustainability gets plenty of lip service, but the relentless worsening of key environmental trends reveals much of that attention to be “sustainababble.” From climate instability and species extinctions to approaching scarcities of freshwater, minerals, and energy, worrisome limits to human economic activity look more pressing each year—all while our political institutions seem impotent to address the challenge.

THE WORLDWATCH INSTITUTE, in this edition of the celebrated State of the World series, takes an unflinching look at what the data say about the prospects for achieving true sustainability, what we should be doing now to make progress toward it, and how we might cope if we fail to do so.